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Expertise in oils
comes in handy

Ray of sunshine: The setting sun creates a golden glow on the home.

Cosy comforts: A
Liam Barr artwork,
The Sandcastle
hangs alongside the
woodfire, and with
forester Ramon
having access to an
endless supply of
wood he ensures
the fire pumps
along in the winter
heating the entire
home. The walls are
a mix of Resene
Guru and Dulux
Herne Bay, the
fireside sculpture
Antler Fish by
Tracey Skelton.

Lasting impressions: The open plan connection from the kitchen
makes a wonderful family home, Lucy says. The kitchen ceiling and walls
are in Half Sea Fog and Linen, the splash back and kitchen island a
Laminex product and the flooring strip vinyl plank to provide warmth and
durability for young children.

FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

Rural connection: The low sleek profile of the house merges into the backdrop,
just what the owners wanted.

Work of art: The hallway
doors are painted in Ramon’s
favourite colour, Resene
Mexican Wave, the artwork at
the end a special buy from
The Affordable Art Show.

airy and the fireplace with
wetback is enough to heat the
whole house and it faces west so
gets lots of sun.’’
The concrete pad acts as a heat
sink, and with substantial glazing
across the west face and sea view,
Lucy says the airflow from the big
sliding doors and windows ensures
temperature can be controlled
inside in the heat of summer along
with shade blinds.
Colour choices were again a
collaboration.
McCauley says he appreciated
working with Lucy who studied at
art school and is a well-established
artist in oils.
‘‘Colour was an important
requirement in the consideration
of integrating the building into
the site. Earthy and darker tones
on the outside, Grey Friars on the
metal, joinery in Silver Pearl and
plywood stained equilibrium and
inside shades of half Resene Linen
with feature walls of colour.’’
‘‘One of our real finds when
furnishing was the formica table
and chairs we got on Trade Me.
They’d been owned by a couple
for 48 years, they’d raised their
family around the table and were

pleased to think we were now
going to raise our kids around it.’’
And in a similarly sentimental but
equally pragmatic way Lucy hasn’t
found any lounge suite better
than the one she got from her
grandparents.
‘‘It’s got family connection, that
means a lot, but also it keeps you
upright, with back and neck
support and I guess I’m just one of
those people who likes to be
sitting upright reading to the
kids.’’
The award-winning project has
undoubtedly been a team effort.
For McCauley it has been
enjoyable to work with clients
who weren’t wanting a home that
was inappropriate or ostentatious
in design, and for Lucy and Ramon
it’s been a good journey to work
with a designer who listened,
understood and interpreted their
concepts.
‘‘I did technical drawing at school
so I’d drawn out a few plans and
when Brynn joined us he
understood what we were looking
for, took my concepts away,
knocked a bit off the lounge,
added a bit to the office and
within a moment it was done.’’

WHAT’S NEW
SOCIAL CLIMBER: EziBuy’s Franklin Ladder
Shelf adds a touch of country rustic to any
space in your home. It’s perfect for towels
in the bathroom, or as bedside tables that
are a touch different to the norm. With
three wooden shelves and a metal frame,
it’ll add warmth to any room it calls
home. $199.99 from www.ezibuy.co.nz

SOFTLY SOFTLY: Treat yourself to
something special to cuddle up to this
winter. The Anjali velvet quilt from
Wallace Cotton Winter Collection comes
in 3 sizes — small for single beds $239.90;
medium for king single and double beds
$299.90; and large for queen and king
beds $389.90.

ECO POWER Eco-
responsible batteries
are now available in
New Zealand. Eco

Alkalines are high power, long-life alkaline batteries and the first of
their kind to be certified as carbon neutral, offsetting carbon
emissions. The makers claim reliability and performance is the equal
or better than the leading non-eco brands. Made with 80 per cent recyclable
materials, they are 98 per cent recyclable but if recycling is not available and the
batteries happen to be disposed of in household rubbish they are non-toxic. The Eco
Alkaline range consists of the usual AAA, AA, C, D and 9 volt. Available from
Countdown supermarkets and smaller stores such as Commonsense Organics.
Batteries start at $4.95.

SEASONAL DROP: Despite the cold stint making
us want to reach for our winter woollies, Isaac’s
determined to squeeze every last drop from
summer with the introduction of its new, 1.25
plastic bottle of cider in three flavours. They are
filled with iconic Kiwi flavours to enhance the
delicious locally-grown apples. Two previous
favourites and one come back winner round off
the line-up (all with 5 per cent alcohol content):
Cider with Blackcurrant and Manuka Honey: a
concoction of tart and sweet that’s unique to the
cider market. This flavour makes a comeback
after initially launching as a limited release
during winter of 2012 and is particularly popular

as it can also be served warm on chilly evenings; Cider with Berry: incorporates all the
vibrancy of apple cider with a twist of summer berries: by all accounts, a berry good
little drop; Cider with Feijoa: a feijoa-fuelled flight of fancy with the Kiwiana classic
fruit. Available at liquor stores and supermarkets now, RRP$ $11.99.
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